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Introduction

The research group ESAT/ELECTA
(www.esat.kuleuven.be/electa) performs

research on the production, transmis-
sion, distribution and rational use of
electrical energy. It is by far the largest
research group within the field of what

is generally referred to in English as
Power Engineering, in Flanders. The
group is embedded in the multidiscipli-
nary research group “KULeuven energy

Abstract

The research group ESAT/ELECTA performs research on the production, transmission, distribution and ratio-
nal use of electrical energy. When dealing with grids, special attention is paid to new technologies like HVDC
and phase shifters in the grid as a system and to the link between the liberalised market and the technical flows.
The integration of large amount of wind energy is an other key issue. On the lower voltage level, Smartgrids are
a key issue, including the link with advanced control for reliability. User participation and advanced metering
including the impact of plug in cars are becoming new grid elements. Specials attention is also paid to power
quality. Linked with this research and in close collaboration with the energy group of mechanical engineering,
the KULeuven Energy Institute has been set up, which has lead to the successful new Master of Science in
Energy Engineering, with more 40 students per year.

Samenvatting

De onderzoeksgroep ESAT/ELECTA werkt op het vlak van opwekking, transmissie, distributie en rationeel
gebruik van elektrische energie. Op het vlak van de netten, wordt speciale aandacht geschonken aan nieuwe net-
elementen zoals HVDC en fasedraaiende transformatoren en hun impact op het systeemgedrag van het net ener-
zijds en aan de koppeling tussen de geliberaliseerde elektriciteitsmarkt en de fysische stromen. Op het lager
spanningsniveau vormen de zogenaamde Smartgrids de kern van het onderzoek waarbij ook de regelstructuren
en de betrouwbaarheid belangrijke elementen vormen. De gebruiker staat centraal en zijn actieve interactie met
het net is essentieel, onder andere via verbruikssturing en geavanceerde bemeting en elektrische en plug in
hybriede voertuigen. Speciale aandacht is er eveneens voor de spanningskwaliteit. Gekoppeld me dit onderzoek
en in nauwe samenwerking met de energiegroep van het departement werktuigkunde, werd het KULeuven
Energie Instituut opgezet, dat onder andere leidde to de succesvolle nieuwe Master of Science in Energy
Engineering, met jaarlijks meer dan 40 studenten.

Résumé

Le Groupe de recherche ESAT/ELECTA est actif dans les domaines de la production, du transport, de la dis-
tribution et de l’utilisation rationnelle de l’énergie électrique. Dans le domaine des  réseaux à haute tension, la
recherche est ciblé sur les technologies nouvelles telles les lignes HVDC et les transformateurs déphaseurs ainsi
que sur l’impact de ces technologies sur le comportement du réseau. Le couplage entre le marché libéralisé et les
flux physiques est devenu un sujet de grande importance aussi. Aux niveaux de tension inférieurs, les
«Smartgrids» sont au centre des travaux de recherche qui couvrent également les structures de contrôle et la 
fiabilité. L’utilisateur de l’énergie électrique est devenu un acteur essentiel du système et son comportement est
critique pour l’équilibre production-demande. La charge est contrôlée à l’aide de compteurs avancés et par la
présence de voitures électriques hybrides et “plug-in”. La qualité de la tension est un autre sujet important. En
liaison avec ces recherches et en collaboration étroite avec le groupe d’énergie thermique, l’Institut d’Energie
KULeuven a été créé. Il a conduit à la création d’un  Mastère en  Sciences en  Ingénierie Energétique, qui forme
actuellement plus de quarante ingénieurs par an.
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institute” (www.ei.kuleuven.be), incor-
porating apart from Electa, the division
TME of mechanical engineering 
(headed by prof. W. D’haeseleer), ETE of
the economics faculty (Energy and
Environmental Economics, headed by
prof. S. Proost) and IMER of the law
faculty (Energy and Environmental
Law, headed by prof. K. De Ketelaere).

The group contains four fulltime 
professors (R. Belmans, G. Deconinck,
J. Driesen, K. Van Reusel on the
Electrabel Electroheat Chair), and a
number of part-time teaching staff.
More than 30 Ph.D. students are 
working at the research group.

The production research focuses on dis-
tributed generation and off-shore wind,
with attention to renewable energy
sources (small-scale photovoltaics, bio-
mass to wind). The transmission and
distribution are dealt with in research
on (Belgian and European) high-voltage
grid behaviour under congestion and
the impact of undispatched distributed
generation on the grid’s stability and
power quality. The use of energy 
features a.o. in research on electrical
machines design and drives control,
lighting technology and electroheat.

Engineering themes covered in these
research topics are power electronics
(with own-developed inverter plat-
forms), grid-coupling interfaces for
renewable energy sources, power quality
(impact of PQ problems), measurement
technology (metering), electromagnetic
field simulation (FEM code for design),
optimisation, control and dependability.
On power electronics, it has to be 
mentioned that Triphase is a spin-off
company of the research group
(www.triphase.be).

As the group performs interdisciplinary
research, also non-engineering topics
are covered, for instance economic (e.g.
valuation of distributed generation
technology and power quality; energy
markets and grid operation) and peda-
gogical (dissemination of technological
knowledge to non-academic audiences).

Research activities

The research activities are very broad.
Here the major topics will be treated.
The description is limited to the topics
dealing with electricity grids.

Power system simulation

Power systems research covers produc-
tion, transmission, distribution and
usage of electrical energy. Current
research on production deals with dis-
tributed generation and renewable
energy sources (from small-scale photo-
voltaic, over biomass, to off-shore wind).
The transmission and distribution
research is related to high-voltage
behavior under congestion and the
impact of non-dispatched generation on
the grids stability and power quality.
ELECTA has the tools and knowledge
to statically calculate power flows as
well as to dynamically elaborate tran-
sient stability analysis and short cir-
cuit analysis. Power flow controlling
technologies (FACTS, HVDC) are
included in the research. Models of the
UCTE and Belgian high voltage net-
work allow to investigate international
electricity transport, congestion mana-
gement, estimation of available cross-
border transmission capacity, locations
suitable for generation investments, in
short, to examine network strengths
and weaknesses.

Power quality

In distribution networks, the combina-
tion of non-linear inductances (e.g.
measuring transformers) with the
capacitance of the supply cable can
start an undesired oscillation, causing
severe damage to the electrical installa-
tion. The introduction of power elec-
tronic systems in a lot of applications
leads to an increased harmonic content
of the currents and the voltages. The so-
called power quality is universally
attacked, leading to various problems
as increased distribution losses and
measuring inaccuracy. A large project
on power quality designs and assesses
the possibilities of a distributed energy
registration system. Starting from fun-
damental power quality concepts, a
data acquisition and information aggre-
gation infrastructure is designed in
order to control the power quality in a
distributed, yet dependable manner.
Topics include power quality defini-
tions, Wavelet transforms, quantifica-
tion of the power quality problems,
effects on components (effects of spikes
and current harmonics on distribution
transformers), mitigation of harmonics
and voltage dips, etc.

Distributed generation

In a Distributed Generation research
framework, ELECTA investigates the
impact and opportunity provided by
embedded generation and dispersed
storage facilities. Issues studied include
the characterization and impact of the
resources; the modeling of energy 
balance between generation, storage and
consumption (static and dynamic). The
research is made from both technical
and economic perspectives. Large-scale
as well as small-scale systems are con-
sidered, such as the connection of off-
shore windmill islands to the high 
voltage network, small photovoltaics
and energy scavengers such as wind
harvesters. Research related to energy-
converters investigates the added value
of renewable energy in this context.
When distributed generation has suffi-
cient penetration, the next step is to
investigate whether self-supporting
communities can survive on their own.
These so-called Energy Islands or
Microgrids, may continue to function,
even if the main power grid is down.
Controlling microgrids requires specific
inverter front-ends and control algo-
rithms to maintain stability in islanding
mode as well as when resynchronising
with the main grid. Local algorithms,
such as voltage and frequency droop
control, can be combined with decen-
tralised ones (tertiary control) in order
to reach economic or ecologic optima.

Power electronics and control

Research focuses on the design of
advanced converters, to include control
and electromagnetic compatibility.
Electromagnetic energy converters,
mainly actuators, are studied from the
design phase on (with use of finite ele-
ment simulations of the relevant physi-
cal fields such as electric, magnetic,
thermal and vibration quantities). The
designed and built circuits cover an
extended power and voltage range:
starting from some W to tens of kW and
from some V to tens of kV. A rapid
prototyping platform Herakles for
power electronics & control has been
designed by ELECTA. It is modular,
reconfigurable and scalable and allows
1-4 quadrants control to be used. As
such different control ideas (extended
Kalman filter, neural networks, etc.),
modeled in a high level programming
tool such as matlab, can be swiftly 
prototyped in a real environment. Other



applications of power electronics and
control include robotics & drive 
systems, active filters, active rectifiers,
high performance grid current control,
energy storage systems, power line
telecommunication, etc. Several aspects
of control, automation and simulation
of variable speed drives are dealt with.
Various scalar and vector control
strategies (field orientation and direct
torque control in particular) are ana-
lyzed in order to retain the dynamic
and steady state stability.

Plug-in hybrid electric vehicles

Research is required to fully estimate
the impact of PHEV deployment on the
electrical energy infrastructure, in brief
“the grid”, being the primary source of
energy. Conclusions on altered grid
operation and possible upgrades are to
be drawn, considering the PHEV as a
controllable element. As this is coupled
to the PHEV technical capabilities, this
provides specifications for the PHEV
design. The following research tasks
taken into consideration:

– model the PHEV and the relevant
part of the electricity grid incorporating
market issues;
– establish scenarios for (dis)charging
the PHEV and simulate the impact on
electricity grid and generation;
– derive technological and economic
bottlenecks in the (dis)charging perfor-
mance of the PHEV;
– propose solutions, either technological
additions or through control and esti-
mate the associated costs/benefits
through iterating the simulations;
– conclude on the grid impact and the
PHEV specifications.

Robust, distributed control systems

In order to deploy distributed control
systems, a robust ICT infrastructure 
is required, partially based on fault-
tolerant middleware that exploits the
redundancy and diversity in heteroge-
neous communication networks (serial
wire / wireless / power line communica-
tion) in dynamic environments. As an
illustration, tertiary control (for eco-
nomic optimisation) in a distributed
generation environment is designed.
Such autonomous electricity network
(AEN) requires resource discovery,
since it is potentially composed of
devices of different owners, and a cen-
tralised control should be avoided.

Therefore, a semantic network was
designed as a virtual communication
network, built on top of another,
physical communication network.
Typically, such an overlay network 
consists of nodes that have knowledge
of a subset of other nodes in the group
with which they communicate. Such
network self-organizes into a graph in
which nodes of equal functionality are
close to each other. The main properties
of such overlay network are that it is
scalable, self-organizing and distri-
buted: global properties are achieved
through local interactions. Further-
more, they degrade gracefully in the
advent of failures, restore automatically
after repair and can cope with dynamic
environments.

Electricity markets

European electricity markets are in the
process of being liberalized; together
with the K.U.Leuven Energie-Instituut
(of which ELECTA was a founding
member, together with the mechanical
engineering department TME and the
economics department ETE), different
aspects of energy markets are being
developed, taking into account economic
and technical issues, such as conges-
tion. Other examples include the study
of allocation mechanisms for transmis-
sion capacity in meshed high voltage
networks, and the estimation of the
value of network services, as well as the
impact of the distribution network on
the management of the transmission
network. Auction design, balancing
markets and transmission system
investments are thoroughly investigated.

Master in energy

The Master in Engineering Energy is
organized by ELECTA and TME, is an
initial master program directly follow-
ing on a bachelor degree. It is a multi-
disciplinary program focusing on the
different aspects of energy. Attention is
given to possibilities and limitations of
technologies, but also environmental
consequences and economic aspects are
highlighted.

In general three types of competences
are being developed in the master:

– competences in electrical energy;
– competences in thermo-mechanical
energy;

– general techno-economic energy com-
petences.

Next, the main courses in the field of
electrical energy are briefly described.

Electricity grid elements

Main description of the different physical
components of the electric power sys-
tem. Both transmission systems and
distribution systems are covered. All
elements of the power flow are treated
starting from the introduction and
market context and the exploitation
and planning of power production, a
number of technical aspects are dis-
cussed: switchgear and substations
installations, securing electrical instal-
lations, basic calculations of an electri-
city grid, overhead lines, underground
cables, principles of grid security and
load flow.

Power electronics

Overview of the most important compo-
nents for power applications, with the
emphasis on their characteristics and
applications: diode, mosfet, IGBT,
thyristor, GTO, IGCT, SiC/GaN compo-
nents.

Topology, operating principle, usage
limitations and basic design of the fol-
lowing basic power electronic circuits:
AC-DC, DC-DC, DC-AC and AC-AC
Combined systems such as switched
and linear supplies, frequency-trans-
formers, DC/DC with integrated
bridge,...

Multilevel and multiphase supplies for
high power or high frequency. Low
power applications that are often reali-
zed in integrated form (chip). Specific
control techniques in power electronics
and EMC/power quality aspects,
including modulation techniques
(PWM, SVM).

Electrical drives & special
machines

Insight into the construction, functioning
and use of drives, on the basis of electri-
cal actuators, completed with power
electronics, sensors and regulationsis
provided. This course is intended for
system-integrating engineers who will
have to use these drives in global 
systems. Additionally, advanced types
of electrical machines (actuators/gene-
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rators) and practical aspects concerning
the concrete implementation of electri-
cal drives are discussed.

Electroheat

Description and analysis of the tech-
nologies used in electroheat applica-
tions. All important methods and tech-
nologies are discussed: concepts and
motivation for electroheat, models for
heat transfer, indirect resistance heating,
direct resistance heating, infrared 
heating and ultraviolet applications,
inductive melting, inductive heating,
high-frequency dielectrical heating,
microwave heating, arc furnaces, plasma
torches and high level technologies.

Power quality and EMC

Description, identification and reme-
dies of the most important distortions
in electrical energy distribution. All
types of power quality problems are
treated: unbalance, frequency devia-
tions, voltage disturbance, flicker,
harmonic distortions, transients, short
circuits. Mitigations methods are 
provided, with special emphasis on
UPS systems.

Design and operation of power
systems

After the introduction of the per-unit
system, the first part features the pre-
sentation of the symmetrical compo-
nent method and the practical calcula-
tion of the parameters in symmetrical
components for overhead lines and
underground cables, spinning machines
and transformers. These elements are
brought together in the modeling of a

power system for load flow, optimal
power flow, state estimation and short-
circuit calculations.

Power frequency and voltage regulation
are discussed, as well as system stabi-
lity. Furthermore, system development
is covered in detail.

Safety in electrical installations

Classic and advanced protection
devices and protocols for the protection
of machines as well as of lines. A lot of
attention is paid to the industrial
aspects of different protection systems
including the different types of grids.

Measurement techniques 
including high voltage

Understanding analog and digital mea-
suring instruments and techniques on
low-voltage and mains frequency; pro-
ducing and measuring techniques in high
voltage testing. Non-destructive evalua-
tion of insulation qualities of materials.

Industrial automation and control 

Methods and techniques for control and
automation of industrial applications
(process industry and production).
Specific focus on functional safety and
quantitative determination of system
dependability.

Regulatory affairs

Understanding the impact of regula-
tions on the techno-economical func-
tioning of the electricity and gas mar-
ket. The different aspects of regulations

and markets in a European context are
discussed: liberalized market in the
world: general aspects, European
implementation, Belgian implementa-
tion, market implementation of green
energy and CHP, electricity and gas
market, European instances: UCTE,
CEER, ETSO and international trans-
mission. In the laboratory sessions, an
in-house developed Power Exchange
game is introduced, including aspects of
market coupling and congestion.

Key national and 

international links

The research is embedded in the inter-
national context. On the subject of grids
and energy markets, a close collabora-
tion exist with many internationally
renomated institutes. The list given
here is only a limited part of the con-
tacts: European University Institute (J.
M. Glachant, P. Ranci, FSR Firenze),
Comillas (I. Perrez-Arriaga, Madrid), T.
Green (Imperial College, London),
TUEindhoven (W. Kling), University of
Athens (P. Capros), University of
Budapest (P. Kaderjak), University of
Lodz (W. Mielzarski).

Amongst many other positions that
staff member hold, the vice-presidency
of R.Belmans of the European
Technology platform Smartgrids is key
to mention.
Within the framework of Smartgrids
Flanders a very close collaboration with
VITO the Flemisch research institute is
established (dr.G.J. Schaeffer). On pho-
tovoltaics, a close collaboration with
IMEC (prof. J. Poortmans) exits.


